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1 Executive Summary
This report summarises the development of Dandelion’s Collaborative Platform to be
known as the DANDELION SEED SSH RESEARCH LIBRARY. The platform was
made live online in December, 2016 and will continue to develop throughout the project
lifespan and beyond.
One objective of the Dandelion SEED Platform is to enable the creation of
multidisciplinary communities involved in SSH from a business, research and policy
perspective as well as involve the general public and media. The community will
promote the dissemination and exchange of ideas, research outcomes and SHHrelated content and the links created online will lead to further collaboration
opportunities among the different players.

Figure 1: The Dandelion SEED Library landing page

Another objective is to provide IIRS research projects with an innovative dissemination
platform, where their results can be seen in an attractive and accessible format, in
context with other research focused on the same societal challenges. The purpose is to
raise the interest in and visibility of EU-funded research in the field of “Inclusive,
Innovative and Reflective societies” and stimulate discussion around the research
policies, results and agendas this research creates. The DANDELION SEED Library is
an interactive repository for interactive, multi-media digital brochures known as SEEDs.
The library combines the very best of traditional publishing with the very latest digital

publishing techniques, using a variety of media. The DANDELION SEED has been
specifically designed to enable widespread communication of EU-funded SSH
research.
It allows the users to stay informed on research breakthroughs by providing access to a
diverse range of material in a variety of formats, including articles, videos, recorded
interviews and news. Library visitors can also interact with research projects about their
latest results and innovations, while the platform also integrates projects’ social media
activity, thus aggregating all communications into one attractive space.
In summary, the platform is a valuable asset for those seeking to promote their work
and build communities of like-minded individuals and institutions. It is also a valuable
asset for those seeking information about IIRS and SSH research and looking to keep
up to date with developments as they happen.
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2 Technical overview
The Dandelion SEED framework has been built on project partner IPL’s development
site and will be hosted on IPL’s server as a live portal. Ongoing development will
continue throughout the project lifespan and this will be done on the development site
in parallel with the live portal, which will be continually updated.
The Dandelion library runs on a PHP backend with an HTML5/Javascript front end. It
uses a MySQL database - the code has been upgraded to use the MySQLi PHP
library, which is the more secure and efficient replacement for the older standard
MySQL PHP library.
The Javascript for the front end user interface uses the latest versions of JQuery and
JQuery UI libraries to ensure the best possible consistency across desktop and mobile
devices. The data for each SEED is kept abstract from its visual representation, so new
types of SEED player could be developed in the future to suit different devices should
the need arise.

3 What is a SEED?
A SEED is an interactive digital brochure that combines the very best of traditional
publishing with the very latest digital publishing techniques, using a variety of media.
The SEED has been specifically designed for research projects to enable active
dissemination.
SEED offers a purpose-built content management system where all types of content,
including copy, graphics, video, audio and flash presentations can be uploaded and
published into an attractive and easy-to-navigate digital brochure called a SEED.
Other documents, files and publications can also be stored in a SEED to be
downloaded on to desktops.
Projects can choose from a range of flexible brochure templates in which the content
can be presented.
Brochures come with in-built interactive functionality and integration with social media
sites such as Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn. This enables direct communication
between research projects and their audiences and ensures that all project
communications can be viewed in one space.
SEEDs also have their own interactive functionality so members can keep their own
personal notes on individual projects as well as leaving comments for others to see.

Dandelion SEEDs can be viewed both on and offline and can be integrated into a
project's own website as well as being hosted on the Dandelion SEED Library. They
can also be put on to a memory stick to be distributed to delegates at conferences.
But it is through the Dandelion SEED Library that SEEDs really come to life, bringing
SSH research and innovation to the fingertips of all relevant stakeholders.

4 The Dandelion SEED Library
The real genius of Dandelion SEEDs is the way in which information is distributed –
through its own, dedicated research library, The Dandelion SEED Library.
The SEED Library brings SSH research dissemination into context by hosting all
project SEEDs in relevant thematic sections of the identified societal challenges facing
Europe, and enabling members to follow those SEEDs in which they have a specific
interest, from a policy, business, research or general perspective (Dandelion’s
quadruple helix).
Once created, SSH research project SEEDs are published on this library and
disseminated to decision makers, influences and all stakeholders within the SSH and
IIRS research domain. Interested library users can select to ‘follow’ each SEED in
order to keep abreast of your research and innovation updates and developments.
Followers are automatically alerted of any new content published on SEEDs, meaning
they are always kept fully up to date with the results of their selected project.
For projects, this ensures they are constantly building and interacting with a valuable
list of potential users, collaborators, partners and funders, all with a known interest in
their work
Another major benefit of featuring on the Dandelion SEED Research Library is that
those with a genuine interest in the work projects are doing are more likely to find out
about you than by simply browsing the web. In the SEED Research Library projects are
placed next to other research projects that are exploring similar or complimentary areas
of research and innovation – i.e. the library puts research projects into context.

4.1



Dandelion SEED Research Library key benefits overview
Puts research projects into the context of what’s going on in SSH research
across Europe
Builds up a list of project ‘followers’ for future targeted communication and
collaboration






Reaches a much wider and relevant online audience than standard websites
Enables collaboration, partner and funding opportunities
Shares information and communicates with user groups and audiences of
similar projects – so avoids reinventing the wheel!
Gathers feedback, shares knowledge and interacts with other projects and
users for future research and innovation success

The Dandelion SEED Library will be actively marketed by the Dandelion project to
ensure an ever-growing membership base to benefit each research project it features.
Future plans include a Dandelion web application.
Having a presence on the Dandelion SEED Research Library is an efficient and costeffective form of active dissemination available to SSH research projects, while it
allows for effective community building of stakeholders with complementary interests.

5 Membership
The Dandelion SEED Library is a membership portal. While all the information about
IIRS and SSH research contained in the library is open access, being a member brings
additional benefits, while also enabling projects involved in Dandelion to gather
valuable data and build bespoke communities.
When joining, members provide specific information in their profiles and gain access to
valuable data about fellow members in return. The data they provide will help
Dandelion build a useful database of IIRS stakeholders and be able to categorise
members within the quadruple helix defined in the project and aid targeted
dissemination.
The large database of member stakeholders will link people through their mutual
interests, expertise and involvement in research both past and present.

5.1

Joining and data collection

All those involved in or with an interest in IIRS and SSH research will be invited to join
the Dandelion SEED Library through extensive marketing activity by the Dandelion
project. Benefits of membership will also be clearly signposted on the Library portal and
on the Dandelion website.

Figure 2: The benefits of membership outlined on the Why Join page

Members will be asked to submit specific data about themselves that will form their
profile. From this, they will be able to customise their library interface to make it more
useful for their specific needs, while their profile information will also enable projects to
target specific information related to each member’s specific interests.

Figure 3: The joining page from which Dandelion member profiles will be created

In addition to the information gathered on the form, there is a free form space where
members can add additional information to complete their profile. This can include
positions held, expertise, involvement in programmes and projects, for example,
“governmental expert at the H2020 Programme Committee for SC6” or “expert
evaluator in FP7”. This will be valuable for the member as it will help link them up with
relevant projects and members in the Library.

Members are also able to add information about the SEEDs within the Library with
which they have an association. This will help build up a useful database of research
actors involved in specific types of research and bespoke contact groups can be
created to aid future collaboration. This part of the membership enrolment is moderated
to ensure only bone fide associations are recorded.

5.2

Benefits of membership as a Library user

From a library user perspective, the benefits of joining the Dandelion community are
that you will receive the latest information about research in which you have a direct
interest. Membership will put you into direct communication with the researchers
carrying out that work, while being part of a wider community you will be able to interact
with others who share similar interests.
Membership brings you the following enhanced functionality:

5.2.1 Customisation
As a member, you will be able to customise your library interface so that your home
screen only displays the SEEDs of the projects from those sectors you have selected in
your profile. You can see all sectors, but only those you have selected will appear on
your own personal home page.

5.2.2 Follow function
As a member you will be able to “follow” individual project SEEDs in which you have a
particular interest. All SEEDs selected to be followed will be displayed in each
member’s personal My SEEDs section for easy access. By following a SEED,
members will be automatically alerted by email to the latest developments posted by
the project in the library, ensuring they are kept fully up to date with the project’s
progress and any results. By following a SEED, members will also be able to post
comments on that SEED’s individual wall, meaning they are able to be involved in
ongoing discussions online about the project’s activities

Figure 4: Members are able to customise their home page and select which of the various
sections to display. They can also select to follow individual SEEDs for My SEEDs

5.2.3 Member profile
When joining the Dandelion SEED SSH Research Library, members will be asked to
submit information about themselves and their interests, which will form their profile.
Each member will then have their own profile page, which is visible to other members.
This will enable members to be grouped according to interests and targeted for
relevant communications. Information gathered for the profile includes:
•

Name

•

Expertise in relation to Dandelion’s Quadruple helix

•

Country

•

Organisation

•

Type of organisation – dropdown

•

Job title

•

Main role

•

Phone

•

Email

•

Company website

•

Web presence on Twitter, LinkedIn and Facebook

•

SSH areas of interest – DANDELION’s thematic focus for now
•

Migration Research Platform

•

Employment and New Growth

•

Reversing Inequalities

•

Cultures and Citizenship

•

Global Justice and Stability

•

Integration and Communication of SSH

Members will also be able to add information about themselves and their work in a free
form box that will be added to their profile page, alongside their head and shoulders
photograph.
The areas of interest will be displayed on members’ profile pages as attractive icons
that match those used on the Dandelion website

Figure 5: Thematic icons as displayed on the Dandelion website

Some information to be displayed on the member profile pages will be displayed on
every page, but members can choose to hide certain information, like phone numbers,
for example.

5.2.4 Search functionality for members
All member profiles will be included in the Dandelion SEED database. This is destined
to become a valuable resource for all stakeholders involved in SSH research and
implementation from the four areas of interest highlighted by the project – academia,
business, policy and general public and media. To increase its viability as a valuable
resource in this sector, the database is searchable and members can be found and

grouped in relation to their stated interest in SSH and IIRS, geographical area, job,
areas of research, activity in the Library (followed SEEDs). See section 8.

5.2.5 Member’s social media integration
When signing up as a member and filling in profile information, members will be asked
to include their details for their Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn activity. This is
voluntary. All social media activity for the channels selected by each member will be
displayed on their profile page – keeping all their activity in one place, displayed within
the SEED Player. Once a member is following individual projects (SEEDs), their activity
on each SEED’s wall will also be displayed on their profile page. Members can also
see which SEEDs each member is following. If they have their own SEED, these
details will also be added to the profile, with a link to it, list of followers of it and list of
associated members.

5.2.6 Content nudging
As part of the member’s customised home page in the SEED Library, sections will be
added that enhance their experience and increase their exposure to information within
their stated interests. As well as the My SEEDs section, which contains all their
“followed” SEEDs, their will also have a “Featured SEEDs” section that contains all
SEEDs within their stated interests that have new information and a “Recommended
SEEDs” section that pushes SEEDs into their home page that the Library thinks they
may be interested in. Finally, members will be able to apply to have their own SEED in
the Library by clicking through to a “How To” page and application form.

Figure 6: The member home page with the various content nudges displayed

6 SSH projects in the Dandelion SEED Library
As well as being a valuable information source and interactive community for library
visitor members, the Dandelion SEED Library has also been designed to deliver
valuable benefits for those projects involved in using the resource as a communications
tool for their research work.
It is important that the SEED ecosystem is seen as useful from these two perspectives
– for those looking to be informed about the latest thinking in the SSH domain and for
those looking to communicate that thinking to a relevant audience.

6.1 Initial project selection
Dandelion partners have selected 30 SSH projects to be part of the initial launch of the
Dandelion SEED Research Library. These projects have all been identified as being
interested in benefitting from the enhanced dissemination strategies being developed
by Dandelion to be offered to projects.
All 30 projects have been invited to participate and have been sent the relevant
information about the materials they need to collect and the process involved.
For this first iteration, Dandelion partners will build the original SEEDs, but after that
initial stage, the library will be opened up to projects for them to manage their own
SEED build and ongoing maintenance. It is important that projects have this
functionality and are responsible for keeping their SEEDs up to date. By being made
aware of the benefits of this activity, they will understand why remaining active in the
library is so important for their dissemination success.
The materials needed for a typical SEED build are indicated in the following figures 7
&8. These have been send to the selected projects for the initial build and will be
adapted for projects who register to participate and will be building their own SEEDs in
the future .

Figure 7: A check list for a typical SEED build

Project Information Form for the SEED
Please fill in…
Project Title
(Acronym and f ull t it le):
Call Identifier
Theme
Specific Program
Total Call Budget
Project Cost
Project Funding
Project Start Date
Project Duration
Project End Date
Coordinating Organisation
Call Objective
Projects Proposed Solut ion
EC Funding

If your information cannot be categorised as above, we do have an option to have a free
flowing text box instead. If you would prefer this, please detail the information you would
like displayed below.

Figure 8: A project information form. This information will be displayed in an interactive
panel on each project’s SEED

6.2

SEED owners

A SEED owner is someone, a project, who is able to add a SEED to the SEED Library,
add content and manage users. A lot of work has gone into simplifying the interface the
SEED owner will use and explain how the process works. The idea is for the portal to
be self managed, with Dandelion partner IPL acting as systems administrator for:

6.3

–

Quality control

–

Helpdesk

–

Assigning roles for project people

–

System management and updates

Assigned roles for SEED owners

After successfully applying to have a project featured in the Dandelion SEED Library,
the new SEED owner will be given login and password details. Each project will have
three main roles assigned to them
•

Administrator
-

•

Editors
-

•

Set up the SEED
Delegate jobs
Update
Delete
Publish
Moderate

Add content
Update
Publish – if assigned that task by the administrator

Moderator
-

Appointed by the Administrator
To monitor and publish external content – wall content
Can delete wall content

6.4

Moderation of content

SEED owners will be responsible for the content published on their SEEDs in the
Dandelion SEED Library. IPL will, however, monitor content and remove what is
deemed unsuitable based on a set of criteria in relation to accuracy, language, taste,
racist or sexist material, breach of copyright etc. IPL will also assess complaints made
about content and act accordingly.
SEEDs are open to the publication of external content and this content will be
moderated by the SEED owner. There are two ways for the SEED owner to moderate
and both can be used.


The SEED’s moderator will receive an email alert when there is a start of
activity on that SEED’s Wall. The moderator can then log in, watch, join in and
moderate this discussion.



If unable to log in, doesn’t want to for whatever reason or misses the email alert
of activity, the moderator will receive an email at the end of any day when there
is Wall activity to review.

6.5

Alerts

SEED owners and library members are alerted of activity on the Dandelion SEED
Library, depending on their role and membership details. This is a valuable function to
ensure the library is useful for both types of member.
•

SEED owners are alerted when a member chooses to follow their SEED

•

Followers are alerted of any new (significant) content on the SEEDs they are
following

•

Wall activity alerts will be subject to the following criteria:

You will be alerted if you are following a SEED
You will be alerted if you have written on a SEED’s wall as a member, but not a
follower
You are the SEED’s administrator.

6.6

Benefits for SEED owners

SEED is an interactive, effective and active dissemination tool designed specifically for
SSH projects using the very best in digital publishing to deliver a variety of media
across a broad range of platforms. With this content being published on the Dandelion

SEED Research Library, it not only places the dissemination into context, but offers
users the chance to customise their library and follow those projects in which they have
a specific interest.
This benefits the projects and SEED is an active experience, not passive
dissemination. SEED allows projects to engage and interact with their audience, create
and manage genuine user groups based on active participation of users and also
delivers measurable impact through analytical web tools designed to provide the
information projects need.
Project coordinators can also manage and coordinate their dissemination activities
using SEED as well as use it as a presentation tool. SEED does all this in one place,
using one platform.
Specific benefits for the SEED owner include the following key points:


The ability to display the project’s multi-media communications on one
interactive digital SEED brochure



Getting seen in context – the SEEDs are displayed on an attractive, interactive
portal in thematic context



Other social media activity is integrated into one place, meaning the project’s
SEED becomes a one-stop shop for content delivery across all social platforms.



Projects are able to create and manage their own SEEDs, making them a
flexible part of an overall communications strategy that enables them to target a
relevant and known audience, attract followers and communicate directly with
those they know have an interest in their work.



Projects are also able to build sophisticated target audience groups, based on
the SEED’s search functionality.



o

Useful for targeted dissemination – select on example criteria like being
a SEED user, SEED owner, not SEED member, workshop participant,
all, Dandelion interest.

o

Further filters – jobs, interests, position, country, sector, etc

o

Further filters for project use – people following certain SEEDs,
recommend SEEDs, activity in the portal, inactivity in the portal etc

Projects are able to understand their audiences obtained through SEED
membership. Sophisticated analytics mean they know what communications
work and who they are reaching. They are able to understand what specific
user profiles find useful and what they interact with, and then deliver that type of
content directly to them.

6.7

Analytics

All SEEDs are and all activity on the SEED Library is subject to sophisticated analytics
and so projects are able to monitor activity on their specific SEEDs and assess what
type of information is useful to each user group defined by user profile. This is valuable
information that will enable projects to target relevant information at specific audiences.

Figure 9: An analytics report showing views, time spent on a SEED, follower numbers,
user numbers, section times

Figure 10: An analytics report showing section views and times as well as views based
on geographical location

7 Keeping things simple
The backend functionality of the Dandelion SEED Research Library has been
developed to be simple to use. Project coordinators and researchers are extremely
busy and evidence suggests that they simply would not use another complicated
platform if the task was difficult and took too much time.
As well as making the SEED system extremely intuitive and easy to use, the project
has addressed this problem by ensuring that the many benefits of participating in the
Library are effectively communicated to and understood by all SSH projects.
It is expected that by building to a critical mass of content in the Library, its value to
users to join will also become self-evident and that by developing both content and
membership, its growth and, therefore, value will increase exponentially.

7.1

Building a SEED

The following screenshots from the backend of the SEED Library demonstrate the
process of building a SEED. This process will be included in a “How To” walkthrough
video, which will be available through the Library interface when projects are able to
build their own SEEDs.

SEED owner login page, with instructions and help text

The welcome page once logged in and Add a SEED button

Ready to set up your SEED. Just type in the initial information

The first input of information and data for the SEED, including the text for the button
viewed in the library interface

Project description is added and buttons to be used selected

The file repository is populated

An example of content added to a button. Simple text boxes to fill in

Adding pictures is simple

The event list to be populated – and you can select events in your category to follow

Adding new SEED users to your account is easy. Set their preferences here, too

8 Community building and collaboration
One of the main aims of the Dandelion SEED Library is for it to enable the building of a
multi-stakeholder SSH community. For this to be a worthwhile exercise, it is important
that those who join the community find the library useful. The functionality of the library
explained in this document maximises the chances of it becoming a valuable asset for
those involved in SSH research.



For those doing the research having a platform from which to disseminate their
results and be in direct contact with the target audience.
For those using research results – policy makers, citizens etc – who are able to
access specific information in which they have an interest in one place and are
kept up to date with developments without having to search for new information.

To make this platform really useful, however, it is important that it becomes a
collaborative portal upon which members are able to interact, form groups, search for
collaborative opportunities and share ideas.
Although the library is fully functional as an open access portal, members gain
additional benefits and this fact will be used to motivate people to join and thus become
part of the community.
As the database of members and SEED owners grows, it will become more and more
valuable. To make it useful, however, the data needs to be available for all and users
must be able to form groups according to a variety of filtered search categories.
Members are visible to all when searching the Library. Non-members, however, are
able to view limited information.

Figure 11: Basic information about members viewable by non-members

Members are able to immediately see more information about other members on an
initial search.

Figure 12: More detailed information about members seen by members on a basic search

Members are also able to see other members’ profile pages and add them to a list of
people in their own group who they would like to “follow”. Additional advantages of
being able to see other members’ profiles are that:







A member’s areas of interest will be shown as icons
All social media activity for the channels selected by each member will be
displayed on their profile page – keeping all their activity in one place, displayed
within the SEED Player.
Once a member is following individual projects (SEEDs), their activity on each
SEED’s wall will be displayed.
Members can also see which SEEDs each member is following.
If they have their own SEED, these details will also be added to the profile, with
a link to it, list of followers of it and list of associated members.

Members are able to further customise their search for other members to form groups
by being able to filter their requests by:









Name
Country
Thematic interest
Which SEEDs are being followed
Associated SEEDs (projects)
Type of organization – NGO, research, SME etc
Quadruple Helix position
Job title/role

This is a valuable function for those looking for collaborative opportunities, while it is
also useful for those looking to target communications to specific groups.es

9 Conclusions
The Dandelion SEED Library will be integral with the Dandelion project. The system
has been designed to enhance the main motivation constructed at the start of the
project:
“There is progress and accomplishment from IIRS research that contribute to make the world a
better place, less self-destructive and more equal and reflective. Nevertheless, to ensure a
profound impact and societal acceptance, it is crucial that players working on IIRS join forces
to foster the acknowledgment and understanding of IIRS achievements by different actors and
citizens.”

By delivering a means of effective, active and interactive communication for SSH
projects and by building a large and participatory target audience group who will
actively engage with those projects, more relevant stakeholders will engage with and
utilise the valuable research results these projects produce in addressing the
challenges faced by European society today.

